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1. Dark Sky Overview
a. What is a dark sky ordinance?
b. Why apply a dark sky ordinance?
c. How is a dark sky ordinance effectively enforced?

What is a Dark Sky Ordinance?
Dark Sky Ordinance Is:
• A tool for ensuring that municipalities
implement good, safe outdoor lighting

• Ensure that all lighting introduced to
the community follow the 5 lighting
principles identified by the
International Dark-Sky Association

Why Apply a Dark Sky Ordinance?
Dark Sky Ordinances are designed to mitigate several issues for communities:
• The degradation of the nighttime visual environment by production of unsightly and dangerous glare;

• Lighting practices that interfere with the health and safety of citizens and visitors;
• Unnecessary waste of energy and resources in the production of too much light or wasted light;
• Interference in the use or enjoyment of property which is not intended to be illuminated at night, and the loss of the
scenic view of the night sky due to increased urban sky glow.

Light Pollution Effects:
• Wildlife and Ecosystem
• Energy Waste
• Crime and Safety
• Human Health
• Community Heritage

How is a Dark Sky Ordinance Effectively
Enforced?
• City of Moab Outdoor Lighting Ordinance Example…
• All outdoor lighting legally existing and installed prior to the effective date
of this Chapter and which is not exempted shall be considered nonconforming
and shall be brought into compliance by the property owner as follows:
• Immediate compliance is required as a condition for approval when applying for a building permit,
sign permit, new (nonrenewal) business license, site plan review or similar permit or approval if
site improvements, construction, reconstruction, expansion, alteration or modification of existing
sites, structures, or uses individually or cumulatively equal or exceed one thousand five hundred
(1,500) square feet, or 50% of the existing site or structure, whichever is less.

How is a Dark Sky Ordinance Effectively
Enforced?
• Grand County Outdoor Lighting Ordinance Example…

2. General Plan Guidance
General Plan Link: https://ec-lrp-hub-gslmsd.hub.arcgis.com/
• Goal 2.3: Preserve and enhance ecological features, viewsheds, wildlife corridors, and open space.
• Objective 2.3.2: Preserve and enhance views of the night sky and protections for nocturnal wildlife.

• a. Support the adoption of a Dark Sky compliant light-pollution control ordinance.

• Goal 5.3: Preserve and enhance natural areas and ensure that landscapes are functional and diverse.
• Objective 5.3.3: Preserve and enhance views of the night sky and protections for nocturnal wildlife.

• Support the adoption of a Dark Sky compliant light-pollution control ordinance.

3. Breakdown of Planning Commission
Comments
a. Statements in support of the ordinance
b. Things that the ordinance should include
1.
2.
3.
4.

Elements and Content
Ordinance Layout and Design
Example that should/could be followed
Specific lighting issues

c. Things that the ordinance should not include
d. Questions that should be addressed

Statements in support of the ordinance
EC needs to have an ordinance on allowable outside lighting, especially meeting dark sky standards.
o Agree
o Agree

Things that the Ordinance Should Include
1.
2.
3.
4.

Elements and Content
Ordinance Layout and Design
Example that should/could be followed
Specific lighting issues

Elements and Content
•

The ordinance should have a well-worded purpose statement explaining why the ordinance is needed.
o Moab did a good job of this.
o I also like, in addition to the Moab purpose statement, that in the Torrey ordinance. However, I recommend that the EC ordinance not use the
phrase "light trespass," which is found in the Torrey ordinance. This is because the term "trespass" has a fairly specific legal meaning, and I am not
sure that light from one property that can be seen on another property would qualify as a "trespass" as that term is traditionally used.
o Agreed, both Torrey & Moab have good intent and purpose statements.

Elements and Content
•

We should include a thorough definitions section.
o I recommend that the definitions section follow the purpose statement. It is much easier to understand an ordinance if all of the words and phrases it
uses are clearly defined at the outset. Every term or phrase that is susceptible of being interpreted differently needs to be clearly defined.
o Agreed. Definition section, we should be careful to limit definitions to appropriate terms.

Elements and Content
•

I like how all of the ordinances require a lighting plan be submitted for approval on new building applications.
o Agreed, lighting plan should be required

Elements and Content
•

I think we should have a clearly worded section on allowable exemptions and how they can be approved
o such that the ordinance has flexibility in dealing with special situations.
o Agree. Just as what is allowed and not allowed should be clearly spelled out, so should exemptions be clearly spelled out.
o Agreed, exemptions.

Elements and Content
•

19. Enforcement and Penalties - The ordinance should also have some teeth.

Elements and Content
•

20. Torrey addresses the issue of Hillsides, Ridgelines and Special Cases. I think this is an issue that needs to be addressed requiring additional shielding to
mitigate glare and light trespass coming from sources above. I’m not really sure how this problem can be mitigated we should discuss this issue.

Ordinance Layout and Design
•

We should also use good graphics.
o Several of the ordinances you provided have good graphics.
▪ Related to that, Grand County's ordinance has good examples/drawings of acceptable and non-acceptable fixtures.
• 10. Having good graphics and definitions will make it easier for everyone to understand the ordinance requirements.
•

Agreed, easy to understand graphics is a must.

Example That Should/Could be
Followed
•

•

If we follow the MLO format
o We will likely only need to allow L-ZO, L-Z1 and L-Z2 lighting zones.
▪ The others are suitable only for much more heavily developed communities.
o Agreed, lighting zones.
We will want to specifically deal with street lighting.
o It is used in all of the cities that you provided ordinances for us to review, but we have precluded the
use of street lighting in Emigration Canyon.
▪ We will want a carefully worded statement on this.
▪ We should discuss whether to totally preclude them or allow them under very stringent
o Agreed, street lighting needs to be carefully studied.

Specific Lighting Issues
•

•

•

13. I like how Moab addressed allowable light color (Kelvin range) and light sources.
o I also liked the Torrey ordinance treatment of this.
o Agree with Tim, Moab has a easy to understand allowable light color and light sources section.
16. I like how Torrey and at least one of the other ordinances actually listed prohibited lighting such as flashing lights, blinking lights, search lights and lasers.
o Agree. Just as what is allowed should be clearly spelled out, so should what is not allowed be clearly spelled out.
o Agreed, prohibitions.
17. Several of the ordinances included time limitations for when lights needed to be turned off and/or requiring them to be controlled by timers or motion
sensors.
o This will likely be controversial, but it needs to be addressed.
▪ There are quite a few home facade lights and driveway lights that are left on all night long.
o This is also a very interesting, and possibly controversial subject.
o Agreed, timers & light sensors.

Things That the Ordinance Should
not Include
▪

•

5. There are a number of uses addressed by the other city ordinances that we won't need to such as lighting at gas stations.
a. Hopefully, that will make this effort a bit easier.
b. Agreed, we are a rural area with minimal lighting intensity. We should be able to simplify our ordinance considerably, although we should and keep future
development in mind.
11. I was surprised to see Eagle Mountain and Sedona encourage or require Low Pressure Sodium lights.
a. I recognize that they are less invasive to night sky interference, but they have very poor color resolution which I think makes them problematic from a
public safety point of view. It's very old technology.
i. I would support not allowing them.
b. I do not know enough about such lights (as well as lots of the technical aspects of illumination) to provide an intelligent comment. However, I wonder
about the phrase "public safety point of view." What is meant by the phrase?
c. Agreed. We should only allow the latest technologies in lighting with energy efficiency as a driving requirement.

Questions That Should be Addressed
•

2. It would be good to know what we might already have enacted and if there are any requirements already in place by the County or State that we need to conform to.
o Agree - will our legal counsel advise us on this?
o

•

•

•

Canyon FCOZ Outdoor Lighting Standards here:
▪
https://emigrationcanyon.municipalcodeonline.com/book?type=ordinances#name=19.73.110_Night_Lighting

3. We will want to make sure that our proposal is in compliance with the recently adopted General Plan.
o Agree - will our legal counsel advise us on this?
o General Plan Supports the Adoption of a Dark-Sky Ordinance
4. Some of the ordinances from the cities you provided incorporate sign illumination as well as outdoor lighting.
o The Model Lighting Ordinance (MLO) suggests that sign illumination controls should be part of the signing ordinance, not the outdoor lighting ordinance. I agree with
this.
o Agreed. Sign Illumination requirements in the signing ordinance.
o The general CZ applied in the Canyon is limited as to what signage is appropriate…
▪ This may be a non issue…
• We need to investigate this a little bit further.
15. Most of the ordinances grandfather in existing lighting prior to the effective date of the ordinance.
o That said, Grand County has a 5-year requirement for non-conforming lighting to be made conforming.
▪ I don't know that we will want to go to that extent, but it is worth discussing.
▪ Perhaps there may be some egregious cases that should be required to be remedied within a reasonable period of time.
o This is a very interesting subject, and however existing lighting that does not conform to the EC ordinance is to be treated, the ordinance needs to be very precise with
the language used. For starters, I recommend that terms and phrases like "grandfathered" and "nonconforming use(s)" not be used as they, like "trespass" have fairly
specific, loaded legal meanings.
o Agreed, in discussing this issue with one of our MTC members, they felt that grandfathering existing nonconforming lighting might be a hard sell, particularly to the MTC
who are elected.

Next Steps
•

Reach out to State Resources
•

Guidance / Things we should have in mind
•

•

IDA Utah Chapter's Lighting Ordinance Committee
o
Heidi Hoven
▪ Heidi.Hoven@audubon.org
Dark Sky Cooperative
o
Lisa Stoner
▪ Assistant Director of Outreach and Education at the Institute of Outdoor Recreation and Tourism.
• lisa.stoner@usu.edu

• Breakdown of Best Available Examples
•

Looking Like Moab, Torrey, and Grand County have received the most attention so far
•

We will look for any other examples… Geographically more relevant…

• Ordinance Draft
•

Share with State Resources and Attorney

• Ordinance Dress Up
•

Create a series of graphic references to accompany ordinance

• Ordinance Revision
•

Planning Commission / Council opportunity to feedback for revision of Ordinance

• Ordinance Adoption

Thank You for Your Time!
• Questions and Comments
• Dark Sky Lighting Ordinance Walkthrough
• https://utah.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapSeries/index.html?appid=1cb7caaa1
aa543dea3c813ec9f1f7f93#

